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Discussion note for the WHO urgent Ebola vaccine access meeting
Summary
Decision priorities
 How to prioritize limited vaccine doses of cAd3 and rVSV for phase IIb trials, i.e. prioritizing
health care and front line workers (local & international) or other high risk groups (if identifiable).
 How to harmonize and coordinate regulatory approval, possibly in an ad hoc mechanism utilizing
WHO, and involve African and other international regulators.
 How to sponsor phase IIb trials, ensuring strong WHO coordination and partnerships for trials in
the affected countries.
 How to coordinate efficient and affordable scale-up production of 10-40M vaccine doses.
 How to guide national governments on vaccine introduction for immunization campaigns,
ensuring sufficient evidence on safety and efficacy and routine immunization programme
sustainability are considered
Short term actions -in light of cAd3 and rVSV candidates
 Estimate number of doses needed, including an analysis of production bottlenecks and sterile
filling capacities by cAd3 and rVSV developer facilities (e.g. Biosafety level 2 GMP facilities).
 Identify competent CMOs to scale up production for wide distribution.
 Support inter-facility quality control applying harmonized standards with tight technology
transfer, to ensure quality control testing for comparable products across manufacturing sites.
 Assess which sites are most suitable for EVD vaccine trials in each of the three countries; ensure
adequate funding for site setup and GCP-training of HCWs is provided immediately to support
phase I/II/IIb/III trials.
 Assign WHO as sponsor in phase IIb trials, and explore options for fulfilling ICH’s GCP
requirements or mechanisms for deviating including related to indemnity, to maintain quality
and reliability of data for vaccine approval.
 Agree with regulators on minimum correlate of protection criteria, accelerating approval of the
vaccine candidates, and limiting, to the extent possible, the number of phase IIb trials required,
but at the same secure sufficient efficacy data.
 Build a robust awareness raising and communication strategy to minimize adherence challenges
and protect the reputation of the vaccination efforts in endemic countries.
 Work with industry and other partners to build accurate cost models for scale-up and
production, demand forecast and vaccine introduction. Crude cost estimates demonstrate that
financing requirements for scale up production over 7-8 months, followed by immunization
campaigns, could exceed: US$ 41.4m (basic scenario); and US$ 151.9m (ring vaccination
scenario).
 Establish a working group or an EVD vaccine coordination mechanism to drive the process
forward, in parallel to a forum to discuss and prioritize vaccine introduction, and encourage
broad partnerships for trial conduct in each of the affected countries.
Medium term actions
 Engage most suitable agency (e.g. GAVI Alliance / UNICEF SD, UNFPA, CHAI, etc.) in procurement,
shipment, delivery and distribution, without jeopardizing the sustainability of routine
immunization programmes and taking into account cold-chain capacity constraints.
Medium- to long- term actions
 Identify ‘back-up’ EVD vaccine candidates with promising results at preclinical development and
accelerate their advancement to clinical trials if prioritized vaccines show poor safety and
efficacy results.
 Begin a process of consultation with endemic country leaderships (MoH, MoF, Parliamentarians)
to determine long-term needs / capacities and to secure institutional, political and public buy-in.
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1. Introduction
With the Ebola epidemic in West Africa continuing to grow, the WHO convened an urgent meeting in
late September 2014 to assess the efforts under way to evaluate and produce safe and effective
Ebola vaccines as soon as possible1. In response to this meeting’s decisions, three clinical phase I
trials have started recruiting participants in the US, the UK and Mali, led by NIAID/GSK2, and a
consortium including the University of Oxford, the Wellcome Trust, and NIAID respectively3. All three
trials are focusing on a single candidate, GSK’s cAd3-ZEBOV (cAd3) (in monovalent or bivalent form).
A second candidate, PHA Canada’s and NewLink Genetics’ rVSVΔG-EBOV-GP (rVSV), is expected to
begin enrolment for clinical phase I trials soon. There are additional candidates with promising
potential at clinical or preclinical development, which have not been selected yet for phase I testing.
Clinical Phase I trials of these vaccines will determine safety, side effects and immunogenicity,
allowing for the comparison of outcomes between candidates and for their rapid progression to
large-scale phase II/III trials as soon as possible.
In light of these vaccine trials, the WHO has called for a high level expert meeting on 23rd October
2014, to discuss important issues related to how these efforts best can be coordinated including the
following issues:





Access to near-term Ebola Virus Disease (EVD) vaccines; scale up and production
Deployment strategies - vaccine rollout allocation criteria
Financing of EVD vaccines and immunization campaigns in affected countries
Vaccine trial design issues

Key questions are:





Who should be vaccinated as a priority?
How much vaccine will there be and by when?
How and when will we know that the vaccines “work”?
Who will finance vaccines and vaccination campaigns?

This document aims to provide a background with questions, ideas and potential interventions
governments and the international public sector can take in order to shape the EVD vaccine market
and to maximize their impact over the coming months.
Disclaimer: This document that has been written as a part of the process of informing Norwegian
government on Ebola vaccination opportunitiesi. The document has been put together in short time
and based on available information. Figures provided are indicative for the purpose of the discussion,
however more in-depth costing, modelling and planning is required, in collaboration with partners
that have better access to data, ensuring more accurate estimates of costs and financing needs.

i

The Norwegian Ministry of Health on October requested a review of existing efforts within the field of EVD
vaccine development on October 15th, and a gap analysis and report with recommendations will be presented
to the MoH on November 1st. 2014. This will include the assessment of assets and capabilities in Norway that
may contribute to vaccine scale up and production as well as clinical trials.
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2. Specific topics for consideration in discussions

2.1
Access to near-term EVD vaccines
Providing vaccines for the phase I, IIa and IIb/III clinical trials
Recent reports indicate that the vaccine doses required for phase I and IIa trials seem sufficient for
both vaccine candidates cAd3 and rVSV. Both vaccines show excellent protection in non-human
primates4, and animal data indicate that the rVSV may prove to be useful in post exposure
vaccination5. The access to the rVSV vaccine seems more limited than seen for the cAd3 vaccine.
Assuming that the fastest and most acceptable way forward to approving an EVD vaccine is the
concomitant testing of the two lead vaccine candidates in one or several phase IIb/III studies, the
anticipated number of doses required depends on sample size to fulfill study objectives. A recent
proposal by the NIH was to include 10,000 individuals in each of three study arms (controls with HBV
vaccine). Securing access to sufficient doses of both vaccines, focusing on the rVSV vaccine in
particular, seem important now. Securing equal access for HCWs in all of the three affected countries
independent of country of birth of the HCWs seems important to boost morale and fair access for
this high risk population group.
Estimated number of doses needed in mass vaccination campaigns
The number of doses required for controlling the outbreak depends on the case numbers over time,
with less reliable case estimates the further in the future the mathematical models attempt to
predict6. The accuracy of these models are dependent on a set of key parameters for adjustment of
algorithms, and need to take into account that the case reporting system already now may be facing
a saturation in reporting capability; affecting further predictions. The other major factor affecting the
estimates of number of doses needed is the intended target vaccination population, with healthcare
workers being a possible first priority to maintain capability to perform infection prevention and
control (IPC). In order to inform scale-up and decisions on mass production mechanisms, we suggest
that a modelling effort should be performed to provide estimates of required vaccine doses
produced; taking into account different epidemic scenarios, target populations and vaccination
strategies (Table 1). An estimated 10 – 27 million doses may be needed, and if EVD spreads to
neighbouring countries, this need may be far higher.
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Table 1. Considerations on estimated needs for doses for clinical trials and epidemic control7
Doses intended for

Estimated number

Status of access

Clinical phase I, IIa, IIb/III and
formulation trials

20 000

cAd3: sufficient for
clinical trials?
rVSV: ~800 doses
currently available

Pre-exposure vaccination
(cAd3 and rVSV)

Post-exposure vaccination

50% of total population* Sierra Leone, Guinea
and Liberia (19.8 million) or additionally Guinea
Bissau, Senegal, Mali, Ivory Coast (53.3 million):
~10 to 27 million.

None

Equals number of ongoing EVD cases at the time
of vaccine availability: >10 000

None

~10 to 37 million

None

(rVSV only) – theoretical
Total

Capabilities for scale-up and mass production, and options for mechanisms
It is of vital interest to determine the production and sterile filling capacities among consortia holding
the associated patents and manufacturing know-how and viral vaccine master seed lots for the cAd3
EBOV and the rVSV vaccines. If these consortia are not able to scale up and manufacture a
sufficiently high number of doses in time to have a significant effect on the EVD epidemic, alternative
mechanisms to support their ability to produce a high number of doses must be considered.
It is now time-critical to perform a bottleneck analysis for production processes and production
facility capacities for the two vaccines, as well as on the global availability of facilities with ability to
perform filling of a live viral vaccine (Biosafety level 2 and sterile GMP facility).
Anticipating that worst case scenarios for case numbers in 2015 apply, the EVD vaccine may be
required in such a high number of doses that it would need to be produced at multiple sites
worldwide (Table 1). Several options may be explored already now to prepare for the assumption
that the epidemic can be controlled by any of the vaccines:
1) Direct purchase agreements to consortia or manufacturers holding the vaccine patents or their
sub-licensees, including bonus payments if vaccines are effective
2) Time-limited or permanent licencing agreements allowing technology transfer to multiple
manufacturers to ensure large manufacturing capacity over a short time period.
3) Out-licensing of the technology to the WHO or another entity, which will facilitate setting up an
international EVD vaccine coordination mechanism responsible for coordinating scale-up,
formulation development, sub-contracting of defined products to manufacturers and distribution
to target populations
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Cost estimates for scale-up production
A systematic evaluation of manufacturing costs of GAVI vaccines has shown that fixed costs
represent approximately 60% of all costs, with per-batch fixed costs representing 25% of all costs,
and with variable costs representing only 15% of the total8. Another study estimating the cost of
production of live attenuated dengue vaccines suggested that costs could vary from US$0.51US$1.75 to US$0.20-US$0.70 per dose as the production volume increases from 15 million to 60
million doses per year9. And in an older study it was shown that the cost of production of a plasmaderived hepatitis B vaccine varied from US$20 to US$0.10 per dose as production increased from
small quantities to 20 million doses per year10.
Assuming estimated coverage of >50% and 10 million doses required as a lower end (basic scenarioii),
total costs for scale up production could exceed the range of US$17.5 – 20m, US$10.5-12m of which
representing fixed costs, US$4.4-5m representing per-batch costs, and US$2.6-3m representing
variable costs.iii
Based on the same assumptions as above and a total of 26.7 million doses required as a medium, ring
vaccination campaign scenarioiv, total costs for scale up production could exceed the range of
US$64.2 – 73.3m, U$38.5 – 44m of which representing fixed costs, US$16 – 18.3m representing perbatch costs, and US$9.6 – 11m representing variable costs.
Previously published cost of vaccine production studies referenced above imply as expected that the
closer manufacturing is scaled up to full capacity (i.e. the larger the volume), the lower the cost per
dose will be (and therefore the price of the vaccine), or vice versa, due to the high share of fixed
costs. This is an important consideration when setting a price level of the manufactured EVD vaccine.
More robust estimates would require an understanding of operating and manufacturing process
costs, which the EVD vaccine developers and/or manufacturers should provide.
2.2
Deployment strategies
Despite being promising vaccine candidates, a major drawback for mass vaccination campaigns with
the two vaccine candidates cAd3 and rVSV is that these are live virus vaccines requiring storage and
distribution at minus 80 degrees Celsius. This is a serious impediment for the rapid deployment and
distribution of vaccines to the target population in rural areas; where access to such freezers or
assets ensuring appropriate storage are not available. There is a need to perform laboratory and
clinical studies with alternative storage temperatures or formulations (e.g. minus 20 degrees Celsius
and stabilisers) to allow effective distribution.

ii

Sierra Leone, Liberia and Guinea
This is an extremely simplified, crude estimation, based on the following additional assumptions: (1) the Ebola
vaccine manufacturing process is similar to dengue or rabies vaccines, where the higher end production cost
per dose can reach US$1.75 – US$2 for 15 million doses per year, according to recently published research and
a reasonable cost per dose threshold for affordable pricing in LMIC settings; (2) manufacturing cost breakdown
follows the average breakdown of fixed, semi-fixed, and variable costs as per GAVI calculations; (3) costs of
R&D and marketing are excluded; (4) scale up production can be accomplished in modestly sized process
equipment; (5) regulatory costs are excluded; (6) GMP certification costs are excluded; (7) technology transfer
or other IP licensing costs are excluded; (7) costs are not capitalized.
iv
In addition to Sierra Leone, Liberia and Guinea, also include Senegal, Guinea-Bissau, Mali and Cote d'Ivoire.
iii
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2.3

Financing of EVD vaccines and immunization campaigns in affected countries

Financing requirements will depend on the potential market volume (e.g. coverage targets) and
projected production capacity for EVD vaccines. Whereas small scale production for clinical phase I
and II trials (200 to 300 participants) in African country settings can cost US$1-2m per country, scaleup manufacturing involves significantly larger fixed (labour; GMP/quality and safety; factory utilities
and equipment; administrative overheads), semi-fixed (per batch), and variable (raw materials and
packaging) costs. Bulk production and fill-finish can require on average cash flows of US$50m to
US$500m, according to GAVI Alliance estimates11. Based on our simplified, crude cost estimates
provided above, financing requirementsv for manufacturing under the basic scenariovi might exceed
the range of US$17.5 – 20m; and in the case of the ring vaccination scenariovii might exceed the
range of US$64.2 – 73.3m. ). Whether financing requirements will be closer to the lower or the
higher end of these ranges depends on the location, the complexity of the vaccine technology used
and the raw materials required, scale-up capacity including GMP certification (if needed), timelines
and running costs during clinical trials, as well as product registration costs.
Immunization campaign financing will depend on coverage thresholds and scale of the campaigns,
sequence of targeting population cohorts and price of the vaccine. Assuming direct costs of
immunization campaignsviii approximately within range of previous meningococcal vaccine reactive
campaignsix12 and estimated MenAfriVac™ preventive campaign cost estimatesx13, and assuming all
else equal, EVD immunization campaign financing could reach US$8.8 – 21.4m under the basic
scenarioxi, US$32.1 – 78.6m under the ring vaccination scenarioxii,xiii.
More robust estimates of financing needs require a more in-depth analysis of scale up production,
vaccine introduction and cold-chain capacity strengthening costs.

v

Assuming cost per dose of production equal to the production cost per dose of a hypothetical dengue vaccine
for 15 million doses, which remains steady as production volume increases. Moreover, costs of R&D and
regulatory dossier submission are excluded. GMP certification, technology transfer or other IP licensing costs
are excluded.
vi
Sierra Leone, Liberia and Guinea
vii
Sierra Leone, Liberia and Guinea, Senegal, Guinea-Bissau, Mali and Cote d'Ivoire.
viii
excluding indirect costs such as vaccine delivery, or cold-chain requirements that would multiply total costs
and would create a major barrier for affordable distribution
ix
Such as the reactive polysaccharide vaccination campaign in 2009 in Niger and Nigeria, with 7 million
individuals targeted costing US$15m; and the reactive meningococcal polysaccharide vaccine campaign in
response to the 2007 epidemic in Burkina Faso, targeting 4 million people and costing US$3.5m (based on
direct costs only, i.e. average cost per dose and purchase cost, excluding shipment and delivery costs).
x
Cost of introduction estimates for a country of 12 million ranged from US$12.1m to US$15.1m, based on
direct costs only, i.e. average cost per dose and purchase cost, excluding shipment and delivery costs.
xi
Assuming estimated coverage of >50% and 10 million doses for Sierra Leone, Liberia and Guinea
xii
Assuming estimated coverage of >50% and 26.7 million doses for Sierra Leone, Liberia, Guinea, Senegal,
Guinea-Bissau, Mali and Cote d'Ivoire
xiii
Assuming estimated coverage of >50% and 290 million doses as the size of the potential market under a
comprehensive, routine immunization scenario, financing requirements for manufacturing could add up to
US$254.1 – 622.2m for: Democratic Republic of the Congo, Guinea, Uganda, Côte d'Ivoire, Gabon, Congo,
South Sudan, Nigeria, Cameroon, Central African Republic, Ghana, Liberia, Sierra Leone, Angola, Togo, United
Republic of Tanzania, Ethiopia, Mozambique, Burundi
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2.4

Vaccine trial design, regulatory and indemnity issues

Design of clinical trials
Overall, head-on vaccine candidate comparisons through parallel clinical trials is an efficient way
going forward and the stepped wedge design is an appropriate ‘calculated risk’ approach to the
controlled clinical testing of these vaccines14. The latter design encourages access to the vaccines by
larger target population groups, and it is easier to communicate to endemic country actors, ensuring
regulatory and institutional buy-in for the viability of vaccination efforts. Its main drawback lies in the
sequencing component of vaccinations, and the risk of deflating or inflating safety and efficacy
results, potentially skewing decisions in favour of, or against, the advancement of candidates to late
stage clinical developmentxiv. Parallel RCTs in different population cohorts could tackle this bias
effectively, and EVD vaccine developers may favour of this approach.
Regardless of choice of vaccine trial design, there is a fundamental ability-to-demonstrate efficacy
challenge with the testing of vaccines against diseases whose outbreaks occur unpredictably and
sporadically. Traditionally the FDA has applied the ‘animal rule’ to allow laboratory animal data to be
used to show efficacy when human trials were not logistically feasible15. During the current EVD
outbreak there is a small window of opportunity to get it right, whereas speed of clinical trial centre
setup and candidate advancement to late stage vaccine trials is instrumental. Trials should be
performed to ensure the provision of sufficient data on safety and immunogenicity also in children,
pregnant women and elderly prior to immunisation of these population groups. The age distribution
of EVD cases in 2013-14 indicated 14% of cases to occur among those aged <15 years of age, 61%
among those aged 15-44 years of age and 25% among those aged ≥44 years of age, with the case
fatality rate reaching 80% in the latter age group16.
Finally, EVD vaccine trial design will be affected by the endemic countries’ capacity to host and to
conduct these clinical trials. There are general challenges with human resource skills and
infrastructural gaps that can affect the implementation of the trials17. In Liberia a clinical trial centre
previously set up by WHO TDR for trials on onchocerciasis is now used for EVD18. But such centres are
not easy to find, which can take two to three months to set up under regular circumstancesxv. There
are additional challenges with clinical trial centres’ suitability in the case of EVD, adversely affecting
the delivery of patient care, staff welfare and safety, and centre operations19. It is essential that
collaborative efforts with local scientists are made for assessing which sites are most suitable for EVD
vaccine trials and that adequate funding is provided for the setup of centres to support these trials.
The Wellcome Trust has recently announced the funding of similar efforts to support the clinical
testing of investigational EVD treatments20.

xiv

For instance, if clusters with populations at high risk of becoming infected are prioritized first, clinical trials
are likely to demonstrate lower safety and efficacy outcomes (i.e. deflate the true levels by presenting worsecase scenario data overall). If, in contrast, clusters with populations at lower risk of infection are prioritized
first, it is likely that clinical trials will demonstrate higher safety and efficacy results (i.e. inflate the true level by
demonstrating better-case scenario data overall).
xv
Based on quotes from PDP experts working on clinical trial platforms for neglected diseases in Africa.
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Regulatory issues
Regulatory authorities should consider supporting inter-facility quality control and developing
international biological standards to ensure quality control testing for comparable products across
manufacturing sites. Initiatives to develop harmonized uniform quality control schemes across the
sites should be supported, along with tight technology transfer.
Performing phase IIb and 3 trials in EVD exposed areas will be challenging in the presence of poor
local research infrastructure, low number of GCP-trained HCWs and fear of infection with EVD among
study trial staff. Regulators could consider minimum pass criteria to allow the approval of the
candidate vaccines, in order to limit the number of phase IIb trials required. The approval process of
e.g. meningococcal vaccines has been supported on the basis of established correlates of
protection21. Defining a correlate of protection for EVD22 may be possible though serological studies
among international HCWs being deployed in the EVD affected areas, and may reduce the need for
extensive phase IIb studies. The challenge of this approach would be the low number of EVD cases
among this group of volunteers, hence a large sample size is needed and requiring multiple
international partners to be involved.

Indemnity in phase IIb trials
The phase IIb trials (EVD exposed areas) should be performed according to the ICH’s GCP guidelines,
to maintain quality and reliability of data to be used for approval of the vaccines. This will however
be challenging in the epidemic setting, both in terms of tracing of participants, adverse event
reporting and in fear of contracting EVD among investigators and clinical trial staff. These conditions
will likely present a barrier for institutions and drug industry to act as Sponsor for the phase IIb
studies, as the GCP requires insurance to cover compensation to subjects, and indemnification of
investigators. Such insurance may be difficult to obtain. In the current situation of a desperate need
to reduce the time from phase I trial to licensure within the epidemic setting, it is critical to ensure
that indemnity will not pose as a bottleneck for the initiation of phase 2b clinical trials in West Africa.
The extent of the responsibility of the Sponsor resides with the extent to which the Sponsor is
required to adhere to ICH GCP, and it may be necessary to define if any deviations from GCP can be
allowed. The development of a legal framework to outline a compensation and indemnity
mechanism that is acceptable both for trial participants in West Africa, Sponsors and the WHO
should be initiated as soon as possible.
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3. Broader topics for discussion on EVD market shaping
3.1. Developing a market shaping framework
An increasing number of funders, developers and other actors are becoming engaged in the
development of vaccines to tackle the ongoing EVD epidemic. An indication of where the most
affected populations are located, and who may consider it desirable to introduce a multivalent EVD
vaccine, is shown in Figure 1xvi. A ‘market’xvii space is being created, the appropriate shaping of which
requires alignment of efforts within a commonly agreed framework.
Developing this framework requires mutual understanding and agreement on: (1) expected
outcomes and features of a functional market based on the support provided; (2) the true breadth
and depth of the current market landscape and its potential; (3) the major bottlenecks to the
successful development and roll-out of vaccines; (4) the key interventions to addressing these
bottlenecks swiftly and cost-effectively; (5) the limitations of market shaping efforts that are above
and beyond the international public system’s ability and scope for intervention.
3.2. Defining outcomes and features of an acceptable market
What should be the expected short-, medium- and long- term outcomes from the market shaping
efforts?
o

o

o

o

Short- to medium- term: Successful clinical development and rapid roll-out of safe and effective
vaccines to tackle the ongoing EVD epidemic?
 Requires successful clinical phase I trial outcomes on safety and immunogenicity, and rapid
progression to large scale phase II/III trials – or phase IIb, of the two vaccine candidates by
GSK and NewLinks Genetics, as well as potentially a third candidate by J&J.
 Requires successful clinical phase II/III trial outcomes and approval by the national
regulatory authorities of endemic countries.
 Requires rapid scale-up of manufacturing without jeopardizing quality.
Short- to medium- term: Access to vaccines through prioritizing delivery based on efficiency
(health workers first) or equity (high risk population, which also will include health workers, first)
principles?
Medium- to long- term: Improved and sustained health outcomes (drop in transmission and
prevalence over time) through vaccination programmes and through a combination of
biomedical and public health interventions?
Long-term: Elimination of the EVD?

What market features should the framework strive to achieve?
o
o

xvi
xvii

Appropriate vaccines that meet the clinical safety and efficacy requirements of regulators,
especially national authorities in endemic countries in West Africa?
Suitable vaccines that supply chain systems can endure (e.g. cold-chain requirements, stock
management requirements, etc.)?

Countries comprise the routine vaccination scenario for cost and financing estimates presented above.
From a public health need and social impact perspective
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o

o

o
o

Available vaccines to the populations most in need, whose uptake endemic countries can support
(MoH / MoF / Parliament buy-in) and end-users can accept (e.g. awareness raising and
communication requirements)?
Secure vaccine supply through manufacturing scale-up and/or supplier diversification (i.e.
bringing more than one vaccine candidate to market or/and scaling up production through IP
sharing / technology transfer agreements)?
Reliable demand creation by bulk purchasing, volume guarantees, stock-piling or other demandgenerating strategies?
Pricing strategies that can incentivize future industry R&D and/or which guarantee affordability
to ensure donor value-for-money and endemic countries’ ability to self-finance the vaccines?

3.3. Determining the breadth and depth of the current market landscape
How many vaccine candidates are currently suitable for clinical development and who has IP
ownership?
o

o
o

Beyond the already selected vaccines for clinical phase I testing, what ‘back-up’ candidates are
there in the R&D pipeline (and who has IP ownership) that can potentially advance to clinical
development if the currently prioritized vaccines fail to produce the necessary safety and efficacy
outcomes?
Which candidates are at preclinical development stage with promising results that can
potentially accelerate their advancement to clinical trials?
Which candidates are at discovery stage that can accelerate their advancement to preclinical
development?

How many manufacturers are there (and where) who can scale up vaccine production, and what
are their capabilities for rapid and quality assured manufacturing?
o

Are R&D developers willing to collaborate with contract manufacturing organizations for scale up
production what cost (IP restrictions, in-house manufacturing capacity, competition constraints,
etc.)?

3.4. Identifying bottlenecks to the development and roll-out of vaccines
What are the major bottlenecks associated with the clinical development of the prioritized
vaccines?
o
o
o

o
o

Risk of failure in phase I trials (i.e. ill effects) and lack of back-up options?
Risk of failure in phase II/III trials (i.e. low efficacy) and lack of back-up options?
Long time-to-market requirements due to inability to evaluate vaccine efficacy adequately or due
to regulatory barriers (costs of registration, timelines for dossier submission and approval by
stringent authorities or bottlenecks with national authorities)?
Adherence challenges and lack of political buy-in by endemic country populations and
leaderships?
What is the extent of data required among vulnerable population groups (e.g. children, pregnant
women and elderly) with the cAd3 and rVSV vaccines to allow licensure for use among these?
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What are the major bottlenecks associated with production scale-up?
o
o

o

What is the cost-of-goods for manufacturing and are there scarcity-of-ingredient concerns for
mass scale manufacturing including sterile filling capacities?
What are the capacities of in-house manufacturing and what are the capabilities of contract
manufacturers (can they be found?) for ensuring quality-assured, commercially feasible scale-up
production (e.g. Biosafety level-2 GMP sterile filling facilities) for wide distribution?
What IP restrictions are in place and how quickly can technology transfers or other IP sharing
agreements take place for scaling up production?

What are the major bottlenecks associated with supply chain capacities?
o
o

o
o

What are the logistic (i.e. transportation, storage) requirements of the prioritized vaccines and
what are the cold-chain capacities of endemic countries for their distribution?
What alternative formulations and storage conditions for cAd3 and rVSV vaccines can be
explored to avoid the need of setting up a supply and distribution chain at -80°C in Africa, and
what would the stability of alternative conditions be?
Should additional clinical trials be performed to assess the immunogenicity of alternative
formulations or storage conditions?
How will the vaccines be purchased, what are the capacities (and by whom) for rapid
procurement planning, shipment and delivery?

What are the major bottlenecks with vaccine uptake?
o
o
o

What are the vaccine-associated introduction costs?
What are the buffer stock requirements and what stock management capacities do endemic
countries have in place, at regional, national or local level?
How will the end-user populations be reached and how will the importance of vaccination be
communicated, ensuring uptake and reputation of the roll-out efforts?

What are the major bottlenecks with financing?
o

o
o
o

How is the clinical development of the prioritized vaccines going to be financed and how much
total funding is required to ensure trial completion, product registration, and support of back-up
candidates if needed?
How is the scale-up of production going to be financed, and how much total funding is required
to ensure supply security and wide distribution?
How is the purchase of vaccines going to be financed, and how much total funding is required to
mitigate against demand uncertainties and price/volume trade-offs?
How is the introduction of vaccines going to be financed, and how much total funding is required
to ensure endurance of routine immunization programmes and health services infrastructures in
endemic countries?
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3.5. Implementing interventions to addressing bottlenecks swiftly and efficiently
Potential interventions to support R&D efforts
o

o

o

High- priority: Prioritize vaccines already recruiting participants or finalizing the design for clinical
phase I trials and finance their advancement to clinical phase II/III trials if safety and
immunogenicity results prove satisfactory. Direct funding might be the most suitable strategy.
Medium- to high- priority: Identify ‘back-up’ candidates with promising results at preclinical
development stage and accelerate their advancement to clinical phase I trials if prioritized
vaccine trials show poor safety and efficacy results. A combination of direct funding and low
interest loan financing might be the most suitable strategies.
Low- to medium- priority: Evaluate candidates at discovery stage and finance the advancement of
the most promising compounds to preclinical development. A combination of indirect funding
through financial intermediaries (e.g. PDPs), R&D milestone prizes or low interest loan financing
might be the most suitable financing strategies.

Potential interventions to support scale-up production
o

o

o

High- priority: Determine capacity of in-house manufacturing and scale-up production and in
parallel identify competent contract manufacturing organizations with competence to scale-up
production for wide distribution. Direct financing of scale up production might be the most
suitable strategy.
High- priority: Ensure IP sharing agreements are in place that can accelerate technology transfers
and mass scale manufacturing, and negotiate affordable price/volume agreements for endemic
countries.
High- priority: Build a cost of scale up production model, including estimates of cost-of-goods, IP
transfers (if necessary), Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP) improvements (if necessary), as well
as an assessment of input availability and demand uncertainty effects on manufacturing costs
and risks. Obtain data for cost of scale up production from developers and/or manufacturers (if
contracted) based on their knowledge of their operating costs and estimates of the requirements
for the EVD vaccine, including raw material costs and capital equipment costs. Information on
yields could be provided by NIAID.

Potential interventions to support regulatory approval
o

o

High- priority: Work closely with national regulators to accelerate product approval processes
without jeopardizing ethical and clinical safety / efficacy standards. This requires particularly
systematic engagement with African country regulators, including utilizing AVAREF (African
Vaccine Regulatory Forum)23.
Medium- to high- priority: Assist vaccine developers with dossier submissions and negotiations
with regulatory authorities.
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Potential interventions to support vaccine procurement and delivery
o

o

High- priority: Identify and engage most suitable vaccine purchasing / procurement agency (e.g.
GAVI Alliance / UNICEF SD, UNFPA, etc.) and in rapid procurement planning, shipment and
delivery.
High- priority: Identify and engage most suitable distribution channels for rapid target population
reach, taking into account the logistic (transportation, storage) and cold-chain capacity
constraints previously identified.

Potential interventions to support vaccine uptake
o
o

o

o

High- priority: Build a robust awareness raising and communication strategy to minimize
adherence challenges and protect the reputation of the vaccination efforts in endemic countries.
High- priority: Facilitate the development of vaccine introduction plans in endemic countries
without jeopardizing the sustainability of routine immunization programmes and health services
infrastructures.
High- priority: Begin a process of consultation with endemic country leaderships (MoH, MoF,
Parliamentarians) to determine needs and capacities – done also via regional or country-level
consultations – and to secure institutional, political and public buy-in.
High- priority: Build a demand forecast and vaccine introduction cost model, including a scenario
analysis based on different demand parameters (e.g. efficacy and epidemic control targets, costeffectiveness data gathered from the field, adherence barriers, geographical distribution of
populations at risk, stock-pile requirements, etc.)

Potential interventions to support provision of funds and coordination
o

o

o

High- priority: Develop a financing and sustainability plan, including financing requirements and
strategies for: accelerating R&D; scaling up production; accelerating regulatory approval;
purchasing, procuring / delivering vaccines; stock-piling; awareness-raising / coordinating.
High- priority: Establish a working group or a coordination mechanism to drive the process
forward, in parallel to a forum to discuss and prioritize vaccine introduction. Consider bringing in
expertise from PDPs active in development and roll-out of vaccines for neglected diseases, and
setting up a process that builds on the lessons learnt from e.g. the Meningitis Vaccine Project24.
High- priority: Hold a workshop to finalize decisions on: sources, volume and strategies of
financing R&D and scale up production; procurement planning and delivery; vaccine introduction
costing; and vaccine uptake strategies.
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3.6. Acknowledging limitations of market shaping efforts above and beyond the public
system’s ability and scope for intervention

o
o

o
o
o

What is the limit in terms of donor resources available, and what is the realistic inter-temporal
distribution of funds (upfront subsidies vs retrospective reimbursements) to support this effort?
What is the realistic capacity of the R&D actors to generate safe and effective vaccines within the
timeframes required for controlling the ongoing EVD epidemic? And what are their limits in
terms of willingness-to-invest in developing and manufacturing EVD vaccines against other
priorities?
What are the limits of global supply chain systems and national programmes to support vaccine
trials and immunization campaigns of this scale and within such tight timeframes?
What are the ethical constraints and where do we cross the red line for protecting the reputation
of vaccination programmes in low income countries?
What are the implications for other interventions from fund diversion to support the
development and roll-out of an effective EVD vaccine, and where should we draw the line?

4. Conclusions
We have here identified potential interventions governments and the international public sector can
take in order to maximize their impact on the EVD epidemic over the coming months. The decision
priorities for the meeting should be:







How to prioritize limited vaccine doses of the two vaccine candidates cAd3 and rVSV for phase IIb
trials, i.e. prioritizing health care and front line workers (both local and international) or other
high risk groups (if identifiable).
Harmonize and coordinate regulatory approval, possibly in an ad hoc mechanism utilizing WHO,
and involve African and other international regulators.
Decide sponsorship of phase IIb trials, ensuring strong WHO coordination
Explore a coordinated mechanism for scale up to produce 10-40M vaccine doses
Provide clear guidance on what can be considered sufficient evidence on efficacy and safety.
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ANNEX 1 – Quick overview of the EVD R&D pipeline and the EVD
outbreak emergency assistance provided to-date
Ebola is a killer disease and its ongoing epidemic in West Africa is the largest in the history of the
disease, rapidly crossing borders.
Ebola - a virus disease that was first discovered in 1976 – is an infectious disease that causes severe
hemorrhagic fever25, with an average case-fatality rate of 50% to 90%26. Since the discovery of the
disease, 7,344 laboratory-confirmed ebola cases have been reported globallyxviii, 68% of which are in
the current ebola outbreak in West Africa27, including 4,484 deaths28. Whereas Ebola cases had been
recorded in only 11 African countries previously, the current outbreak has ‘hit home’ in six high
income countries of Europe and the Americas, counting 17 confirmed cases and four deaths in
total29.
Figure 1. Map of total populations living in areas of risk of zoonotic transmission of EVD30

There are currently no cures or vaccines for EVD, despite a modest R&D pipeline and funding
during the past decade.
At present, there are no safe or effective vaccines, nor readily available efficacious drugs that can
treat the disease. Experimental treatments such as Zmapp™xix, Favipavir (TK-705)31, and Brincidofovir
(CMX001)32,33,34 have been selectively distributed during the ongoing epidemic, with mixed results.
Other experimental approaches, such as Serum from recovered EVD patients35, have recently been
tried out following successful efforts dating back originally to a 1995 outbreak in DRC36.

xviii
xix

1976 to October 12, 2014
2 American healthcare workers were cured, whereas 1 Spanish priest died.
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Cumulative R&D funding from 2008 to July 2014xx for EVD drugs and vaccines has exceeded
$469.3mxxi. This funding has supported a pipeline of at least 11 drug candidatesxxii (two entering
clinical phase I; three currently in preclinical development but expected to enter clinical trials soon;
at least another six drug candidates previously at different stage of development that appear to have
been either discontinued or halted in the absence of renewed funding). The funding has also
supported eight vaccinesxxiii (two in clinical phase I; six in preclinical development). In addition, from
2000 to 2014, the US NIH has contributed almost US$956m to research that has been directly or
potentially relevant to EVDxxiv.
The classification of EVD as ‘Category A Priority Pathogen’ has encouraged significant funding of EVD
R&D by the US government in the last 10 to 15 years. Historically there has been an extremely small
global market for EVD drugs and vaccines, and a small public health or development assistance
incentive, since fewer than 2,400 cases had been recorded from 1976 to the start of the current
outbreak37. Financial support by industry, governments besides the US and the non-profit sector has
consequently been virtually zero. Nonetheless, such investments are pivotal for the development of
these products38.
In the absence of an effective EVD cure or vaccine, standard containment strategies are of limited
effectiveness and can turn out to be costly, with consequences on other disease control efforts.
To date, the cornerstones of the EVD response have been: (1) prompt diagnosisxxv and isolation of
infected individuals; (2) contact tracing; (3) protective equipment of healthcare workers; (5) logistics
support, relief and medical supply provision; (5) preparedness and surveillance support; (6) staff
training and health service strengthening in response to the outbreak39. None of these strategies
have managed to contain the EVD epidemic in West Africa, which is continuing to spiral out of
control40.
From April 2014 to 16th October 2014 the global community contributed over US$547m to support
the EVD containment efforts41. As the cumulative number of reported EVD cases increased from 132
cases in March 2014 to 8,997 cases on 12th October 2014, the pledged global emergency assistance
by public, private and non-profit sources increased from US$1.2m to US$1.8bnxxvi respectively:

xx

Since funding here captures only the period 2008 to July 2014, the financial figure presented does not include
US funding commitment of US$58m to the development of Zmapp, as part of the US government’s September
2014 announcement of an additional US$200m to be invested for emergency support in response to the ebola
outbreak.
xxi
Figure masks potentially double counting of some of NIAID funding. Amount is in US$ current, i.e. not
inflation-adjusted.
xxii
See annex tables 2 and 3 for more details on drug candidates.
xxiii
See annex tables 1 and 3 for more details on vaccine candidates.
xxiv
Based on NIH Reporter search results for ‘ebola’, from 2000 to 2014
xxv
There are currently at least 6 laboratory-based types of diagnostic tests for ebola: (1) antibody-capture
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA); (2) antigen detection tests; (3) serum neutralization test; (4)
reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) assay; (5) electron microscopy; (6) virus isolation by
cell culture.
xxvi
The financial assistance figures here concern self-reported, pledged assistance, including direct financial
assistance as well as in-kind contributions, and therefore are likely overestimates of the total volume of funds
to be actually disbursed in response to the outbreak. The Ebola case figures are taken from the CDC and WHO
situation reports.
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Figure 2: EVD cases in West Africa 2014 and Global Emergency Assistance (pledged), by monthxxvii
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to October
12)

Global Emergency Assistance (Pledges, in current US$mm)
Laboratory Confirmed Ebola Cases
All Ebola Cases (Probable, Confirmed, Suspected)

How much funding is actually needed to respond to an epidemic of such scale remains unclear. The
UN originally stated that US$600m would be needed, with US$490m specifically for WHO’s
roadmap42. As the outbreak progressed and the scale of the epidemic spread, the UN revised this
figure upwards to US$1bn43. Given the large size but also the uncertainty of the total support
required, there are concerns that governments are redirecting funds from other critical areas to
contribute to the EVD emergency response44,45,46,47. Recent evidence from the malaria control efforts
in West Africa support expert fears that forced and hasty funding can have ramifications for global
health interventions where the global community has worked years to make noticeable progress48.
The Global Health Council has raised relevant concerns in a recent statement49.
There is an urgent need for developing safe and effective EVD vaccines, which can provide costeffective solutions, but which will also require large-scale, predictable funding over time.
The average cost of developing a new drug or vaccine exceeds US$1.3bn50. The average vaccine,
taken from the preclinical phase, requires a development timeline of 10.71 years and has a market
entry probability of 6%51. Similarly drugs can take 10 to 15 years to develop with 95% failure risk at
point of discovery52.
Despite the modest investments in EVD R&D during the past decade, none of the drug candidates in
the R&D pipeline to-date have been available for large scale clinical use53. Those candidates that had
reached clinical phase I trials in the past were either terminated54, withdrawn55, or suspended56, due
to safety57 or budgetary constraints58. Currently a few candidates are advancing from preclinical to
clinical developmentxxviii, or are re-emerging at clinical phase I trialsxxix, through emergency

xxvii

The increasing gap between overall cases (probable, confirmed, suspected) and laboratory confirmed cases
also shows an increasing signal-to-noise ratio due to the similarity of early symptoms of the disease with
common influenza virus, and potentially malaria and other tropical diseases.
xxviii
Brincidofovir, Zmapp®, Favipavir, BCX4430
xxix
TKM-Ebola
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Investigational New Drug (IND) applications to the FDA. The Wellcome Trust has just allocated a
grant of GBP3.2m to run drug trials against EVB in West Africa59.
In the case of vaccines, at least five clinical phase I trials had been conducted from 2003 to 2013,
with a DNA vaccine shown to be safe and immunogenic60, and another therapeutic vaccine shown to
be efficacious in prophylaxis and post-exposure protection of nonhuman primates61. Prior to 2014 all
clinical development efforts of vaccines had been discontinued, arguably due to the inability to
evaluate vaccine efficacy in human populations given the sporadic nature of EVD outbreaks62.
Table 2: Viable EVD Vaccine Candidates63

With the EVD epidemic in West Africa continuing to grow, the WHO convened an urgent meeting in
late September 2014 to assess the efforts under way to evaluate and produce safe and effective EVD
vaccines as soon as possible64. In response to this meeting’s conclusions, clinical phase I trials have
started recruiting in the US, the UK and Africa, led by NIAID65, and a consortium consisted of the
University of Oxford, the Wellcome Trust, and NIAID respectively66.
As evidence suggests, a most pressing challenge for advancement of EVD vaccine candidates to late
stage clinical trials has been the difficulty to establish the mechanisms and correlates of protection
for these vaccines, and to continue to demonstrate their safety in immunocompromised
populations67. Even if adequate safety and immunogenicity is demonstrated in these trials, vaccines
will not be available in sufficient quantities before 2015, and additional funding for production would
need to be secured68. These sorts of logistical bottlenecks should be considered even if 100%
effective drugs or vaccines were to be successfully developed, as they affect the reliability of supply
and delivery, increasing the need for R&D funding and diversification of the supplier/ product
developer base.
There is clearly a case for financially supporting EVD drug and vaccine development efforts, which
the international community has flagged as a high priority.
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In the absence of ‘low hanging fruit’ type treatments, incremental innovations are not an option for
EVD R&D, which in the case of other neglected diseases have allowed for shorter development
timelines and contained expenditures for R&D leading to new product approvals.
Product development funding efforts should focus on building a robust and sustainable pipeline that
can absorb attrition risks and generate appropriate drug and vaccine technologies in the next five to
15 years. This could involve large scale collaborative funding of existing R&D candidates at late stages
of development; or new funding of R&D candidates at earlier stages of development, but with
promising results for advancement to clinical trials in the near future. The lessons learnt from the
Meningitis Vaccine Project and the development of MenAfriVac® can add significant value to current
efforts of the global community to develop an effective EVD vaccine to tackle the ongoing as well as
potentially new EVD outbreaks in the future.
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Annex 2 – EVD R&D pipeline and clinical trial tables
Annex table 1: EVD vaccine candidates in the pipeline
Product

R&D candidate name

Product Developer (primary)

cAd3-EBOV

the early-stage trial will begin initial human testing of a vaccine co-developed
by NIAID and GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) and will evaluate the experimental
NIAID / GSK (previous Okairos)
vaccine’s safety and ability to generate an immune system response in healthy
adults. Testing will take place at the NIH Clinical Center in Bethesda, Maryland

Clinical trials Phase I

rVSV

Public Health Agency Canada
(original IP holder) / NewLink
Genetics Corp / US DoD

NIH will collaborate with the Department of Defense and NewLink Genetics
Corp., Ames, IA, on Phase 1 human safety studies of another investigational
Ebola vaccine candidate, which was developed by and licensed from the Public
Health Agency of Canada.

Vaccines

Preclinical development

Multivalent filovirus vaccine (adVac
and MVA)

Crucell / Bavarian Nordic /
NIAID

a prime-boost regimen, in which one vector is used to prime and the other to
boost the immune response. It consists of two vaccine components that are
based on AdVac® technology from Crucell N.V. and the MVA-BN® technology
from Bavarian Nordic

Vaccines

Preclinical development

Rabies based vaccine

NIAID / Thomas Jeffeson
University

NIH and the Thomas Jefferson University are collaborating to develop a
candidate Ebola vaccine based on the established rabies vaccine

Vaccines

Preclinical development

Vesicular Stomatitis Virus (VSV) /
Viral Vector Technology

Profectus Biosciences

Ready to enter clinical trials

Vaccines

Vaccines

R&D stage

Clinical trials Phase I

Notes

Vaccines

Preclinical development

Virus-like particles (VLP)

Integrated BioTherapeutics

This vaccine is intended to protect wild gorilla and chimpanzee populations
where infectious diseases, and Ebola virus in particular, are now recognized as
a major threat on par with poaching and habitat loss. These results suggest
that IBT's vaccine could prevent death from Ebola infection if administered to
wild populations.

Vaccines
Vaccines

Preclinical development
Preclinical development

Unspecified
Unspecified

Inovio Pharmaceuticals
Vaxart

Unspecified, seems to be privately funded
Unspecified, seems to be privately funded
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Annex table 2: EVD drug candidates in the pipeline
Product

R&D stage

R&D candidate name

Product Developer (primary)

Notes

Drugs

Clinical trials Phase I

TKM-Ebola

Tekmira Pharmaceuticals

trial started in January 2014 but is currently on hold due to concerns on dose
levels distributed to participants - expected to be resumed by end of year. FDA
is considering lifting the hold given the urgency of the disease outbreak.

Chimerix

Experimental antiviral drug for the treatment of cytomegalovirus, adenovirus,
smallpox, and Ebola virus infections. Currently in Phase III clinical trials for
cytomegalovirus and adenovirus, with FDA Fast Track Designation for
treatment of cytomegalovirus, adenovirus, and smallpox. On October 6, 2014,
Chimerix received an FDA authorization for emergency investigational new
drug applications of brincidofovir for the treatment of Ebola virus disease, but
with mixed results in the current outbreak.

Drugs

Clinical trials Phase I

CMX001 (Brincidofovir)

An experimental monoclonal antibody–based therapy against Ebola virus that
made headlines after 2 Americans who became infected while treating
patients in Liberia received it, out of a compassionate use exemption allowed
by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) under such situations
(http://1.usa.gov/1ifaR50). Both patients survived, but a priest in Spain also
reportedly received ZMapp but subsequently died.
Previously developed by Japanese company Toyama Chemicals, subsidiary of
Fujufilm Holdings.In 2014, favipiravir was approved in Japan for stockpiling
against influenza pandemics. The drug appears to be effective in a mouse
model of Ebola virus disease. During the 2014 West Africa Ebola virus outbreak,
Japan offered to supply the drug if requested by the WHO. On 4 October 2014,
it was reported that a French nurse who contracted Ebola while volunteering
for MSF in Liberia during the Ebola virus epidemic in West Africa recovered
after receiving a treatment of Favipiravir
This is a nucleoside analog that blocks viral RNA synthesis, is generating
promising results in rodents and monkeys (Warren TK et al. Nature.
2014;508[7496]:402-405).

Drugs

Preclinical development

MB-003 / Zmapp™

Leaf Biopharmaceuticals /
Mapp Biopharmaceuticals /
USAMRIID

Drugs

Preclinical development

T705 (Favipavir)*

Medivector, Inc

Drugs

Preclinical development

BCX4430

BioCryst / USAMRIID

Drugs

Preclinical development

FGI-106

USAMRIID

a broad-spectrum antiviral drug developed as a potential treatment for
enveloped RNA viruses, including Ebola virus and Marburg virus. It is unclear
whether the candidate has advanced to later stages of R&D in recent years.

Drugs

Preclinical development

FGI-104

Functional Genetics /
USAMRIID / Walter Reed Army
Institute of Research

a family of chemical compounds that act as broad-spectrum antiviral drugs,
with activity against a range of viruses including Hepatitis B, Hepatitis C, HIV,
Ebola virus and Venezuelan equine encephalitis virus. It is unclear whether the
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Product

R&D stage

R&D candidate name

Product Developer (primary)

Drugs

Preclinical development

FGI-103

UCLA

Drugs

Discovery

LJ-001

UCLA BenhurLeeLab

Drugs

Clinical trials Phase I

AVI-7537 (AVI-6002)

Drugs

Preclinical development

Unspecified (siRNA - LN delivery
technology based)

BioPharma / Sarepta
University of Texas Medical
Branch; Tekmira
Pharmaceuticals

Notes
candidate has advanced to later stages of R&D in recent years.
an antiviral drug developed as a potential treatment for the filoviruses Ebola
virus and Marburg virus.. The mechanism of action of FGI-103 has not yet been
established, as it was found not to be acting by any of the known mechanisms
used by similar antiviral drugs.
broad-spectrum antiviral drug developed as a potential treatment for
enveloped viruses. Has been unsuitable for further development, as it has poor
physiological stability and requires light for its antiviral mechanism to operate.
However it has been used as a lead compound to develop other antiviral drugs.
Discontinued in 2012 due to budget cuts at DOD
Possibly discontinued, unclear.
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Annex table 3: EVD vaccine and drug clinical trials conducted to-date
Applicable disease /
condition

Product Product type / intervention

Ebola Virus Disease;
Hemorrhagic Fever

Biological: Ebola Chimpanzee
Vaccine Adenovirus Vector Vaccine
(cAd3-EBO Z)

Ebola; Ebola Zaire

Biological: cAd3-EBO Z at 1 x
10^10 vp; Biological: cAd3Vaccine EBO Z at 2.5 x 10^10 vp;
Biological: cAd3-EBO Z at 5 x
10^10 vp

Ebola Viruses

Vaccine

Other: Placebo; Biological:
BPSC1001

Healthy Adult Immune
Biological: VRC-EBOADC069Vaccine
Responses to Vaccine
00-VP

Biological: Ebola vaccine;
Ebola Virus Disease;
Vaccine Biological: Marburg vaccine;
Marburg Virus Disease
Other: Placebo injection

R&D
stage

Product candidate /
study title

Sponsor

Clinical
Phase I

Phase 1 Trial of Ebola
Vaccine in Mali

University of
Maryland

Clinical
Phase I

A Study to Assess a
New Ebola Vaccine,
cAd3-EBO Z

University of
Oxford /
Wellcome Trust
/ NIAID

Clinical
Phase I

Safety and
Immunogenicity of
Prime-Boost VSV Ebola NIAID
Vaccine in Healthy
Adults

Clinical
Phase I

Safety, Tolerability,
and Immunogenicity of
the Ebola Chimpanzee
Adenovirus Vector
NIAID
Vaccine (cAd3-EBO),
VRC-EBOADC069-00VP, in Healthy Adults

Clinical
Phase I

Evaluating an Ebola
and a Marburg Vaccine NIAID
in Uganda

R&D Status

NOT YET
RECRUITING

RECRUITING

RECRUITING

RECRUITING

COMPLETED

Start
Date

End
Date

Notes

2014

A Phase 1b, Dose-escalating Safety
and Immunogenicity Trial of the Novel
2015 Monovalent Ebola Zaire Candidate
Vaccine, cAd3-EBO Z in Malian Adults
Aged 18-50 Years

2014

A Phase Ia Dose-Escalating, Safety and
Immunogenicity Trial of the
2015 Monovalent Zaire Ebola Chimpanzee
Adenovirus Vector Candidate Vaccine
cAd3-EBO Z in Healthy UK Adults

2014

A Phase 1 Randomized, Double-Blind,
Placebo Controlled, Dose-Escalation
2015 Study to Evaluate the Safety and
Immunogenicity of Prime-Boost VSV
Ebola Vaccine in Healthy Adults

2014

VRC 207: A Phase I, Open-Label, DoseEscalation Clinical Trial to Evaluate the
Safety, Tolerability and
2016 Immunogenicity of the Ebola
Chimpanzee Adenovirus Vector
Vaccine (cAd3-EBO), VRC EBOADC06900-VP, in Healthy Adults

2010

A Phase IB Study to Evaluate the
Safety and Immunogenicity of an
Ebola DNA Plasmid Vaccine, VRC2012 EBODNA023-00-VP, and a Marburg
DNA Plasmid Vaccine, VRCMARDNA025-00-VP, in Healthy Adults
in Kampala, Uganda
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Ebola Hemorrhagic
Fever; Ebola Virus
Disease; Ebola Virus
Vaccines; Envelope
Glycoprotein, Ebola
Virus; Filovirus
Ebola Vaccines;
Marburg Virus
Disease; Ebola Virus
Disease;
Marburgvirus;
Ebolavirus

Hemorrhagic Fever,
Ebola; Healthy

Ebola Hemorrhagic
Fever

Influenza; Severe
Acute Respiratory
Distress Syndrome;
Smallpox; Ebola;
Unknown Respiratory
Viruses

Vaccine Drug: VRC-EBOADV018-00-VP

Clinical
Phase I

Drug: VRC-EBODNA023-00Clinical
Vaccine VP; Drug: VRC-MARDNA025Phase I
00-VP

Vaccine

Drug

Drug

Drug: VRC-EBODNA012-00VP

Experimental Vaccine
for Prevention of Ebola NIAID
Virus Infection

Ebola and Marburg
Virus Vaccines

Clinical
Phase I

Experimental Ebola
Vaccine Trial

Drug: Placebo; Drug: AVI6002

Clinical
Phase I

Safety Study of Single
Administration PostExposure Prophylaxis
Treatment for Ebola
Virus

Drug: Poly-ICLC

Clinical
Phase I

Poly-ICLC to Prevent
Respiratory Viral
Infections A Safety
Study

NIAID

NIAID

Sarepta
Therapeutics /
US DoD

NIAID

COMPLETED

COMPLETED

COMPLETED

COMPLETED

COMPLETED

2006

A Phase I Clinical Trial to Evaluate the
Safety and Immunogenicity of a
2009 Recombinant Ebola Adenoviral Vector
Vaccine, VRC-EBOADV018-00-VP, in
Healthy Adults

2008

VRC 206: A Phase I Study to Evaluate
the Safety and Immunogenicity of an
Ebola DNA Plasmid Vaccine, VRC2010
EBODNA023-00-VP, and a Marburg
DNA Plasmid Vaccine, VRCMARDNA025-00-VP, in Healthy Adults

2003

A Phase I Clinical Trial to Evaluate the
Safety and Immunogenicity of a
2007 Multiple Strain Ebola DNA Plasmid
Vaccine, VRC-EBODNA012-00-VP, in
Adult Volunteers

2010

A Phase I Randomized, Double-Blind,
Placebo-Controlled, Single-Dose,
Dose-Escalation Study to Assess the
2011
Safety, Tolerability and
Pharmacokinetics of AVI-6002 in
Healthy Adult Volunteers

2008

A Phase I Double-Blind, PlaceboControlled, Dose-Escalating Study to
2009
Evaluate the Safety and Tolerability of
Topical Nasal Poly-ICLC
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